Ohema
Brief Synopsis
Two sophisticated young Ghanians want to strike out in the world and see what the rest of Planet Earth
has to offer them. They are strangers to one another in their own land but as it turns out they are very
much alike. So that they will not be judged unfairly, each independent of the other decides to conceal
their true identities in their quest to find where they belong in the world. When they happen to meet up
with each other, neither one knows that the other is from their home nation and of course have no idea
of the identify they have in Ghana. The young man, Nana, is escaping from an arranged marriage that
he refuses to go through with and is defying his father’s wishes—his father is not very happy with this
turn of events. Squarlet, his “fiancée” is outraged that he is taking off—she’s a vicious young woman
who is spiteful and vengeful. She had a big wedding all planned and now she’s embarrassed and
shamed! Nothing about his current homelife wants to make him return. He travels to the United States
and winds up in New York where he is incredibly happy especially when he meets his Ghanian
counterpart, Ohema, who has also left a life that she doesn’t want behind. They fall in love and both
secretly feel guilty about not being honest about their past. But ultimately they both fess up and the
truth all comes out. They work it out and when they return together to Ghana, there are no hard
feelings—expect of course for Squarlet who is still filled with rage. Their families and their nation
greet Nana and Ohema, an unexpected couple, with love and joy and best wishes. As for Nana and
Ohema they discover that they belong not in New York or any other exotic locale but together at home
in Ghana.
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